
Arda: I want to start by asking about your lessons in university. How are the lessons
going?
Paul Hanford: So, I’m teaching music business at BIMM. You know, I started teaching during
pandemic online. I was teaching music culture which is probably something I naturally know
about, sociology behind the music. And I loved it. But here, I learned the academic way of
teaching the stuff, also here it is quite easy to communicate with people.

A: So, your students are coming all around the world?
P: Ah, yes. Actually it’s totally in English and mostly they’re coming around Europe.

A: So, is it a way to be a part of the music industry for them?
P: Yes, I mean; they’ll learn to go into the music industry. Maybe they already have started it.

A: Also, you’re writing something, you’re teaching in university and you’re also a DJ. So,
do you think people in Berlin are that kind of multi-culti person like you? Is this the soul
of Berlin?
P: It's a really interesting question. I didn’t want to say “the soul”, because it’s very subjective for
me. Again, I don’t know. I do love being an international person. You know, the world revolves
around the English language but I think meeting with people from all across the world is
something I want to experience from. I think it’s just the vibe of not wanting to be in the country
that I was born in.

A: I notice, there’s so many people in Berlin which they’re making not just one thing for
living. They’re reading, they’re writing, they’re creating. And I think it’s the soul of the
city. Inside, somewhere. Not so many cities have that soul I mean.
P: I understand what you mean. I know also there’s different aspects to Berlin as well in different
communities that do not make only “one” thing for that. I was thinking about it on the way. I feel,
you can sometimes be sad in Berlin but sometimes our energy goes really high and sometimes
it’s going really low. Because its creativity is respected really.

A: Actually, before Berlin; I got an acceptance from a university in Münich. But in Berlin,
adapting yourself to the city is so easy. Münich is not like that ‘cause the old Germans
are living there, otherwise the population of Berlin is very young and open to creativity
more than other big cities in Germany. It’s a fact I guess.
P: I think so. Well, I have never been in Münich but I would like to go one day. If something
happens, maybe some jobs come up and can say “Hey, Can you go to Münich for a while?” and
I can say “Yes!” but it looks like a more concervative place compared to Berlin. Well, it looks
very beautiful and you know, I'm from England and mostly it’s concervative. Berlin is the one of
the last places that it's not a concervative place. And we’re talking about multi-culti and
creativity. Well, I don’t know if it is not the last place on Earth that offers people a realistic
creative capital to live in.



A: Actually my next question is about your adventure in Berlin. You came here in 2018,
so it’s almost five years. For you, what are the biggest differences between 2018 Berlin
and nowadays Berlin?
P: Oh, it’s interesting ‘cause there were some surface differences like, the clubs closed for a
while and the business is still usual. It will be interesting after a couple of years when we look
back, what that actually means really. So, everything happened in the area at the moment, in
terms of what is exciting, in terms of club culture.

A: In the pandemic, people changed the way that they make. We lived in a bubble for a
while. And Berlin is the capital of night life. They didn’t experience that kind of thing
before. After the pandemic, the focus of them turned to night life again.
P: Yeah, actually almost for a year. Since the reunification until now, in the thirty years they have
gone to clubs every weekend, sometimes every night. I think it’s natural after a break. People
going out to a party. In this break, everything fluxed around a little bit and I’m not really sure yet
how they turned. I think it made a lot of changes in our lives. And sometimes change is really
really good. And I feel quite differently now from when I first came to Berlin.

A: I notice again, most of the people are going to bars and clubs every weekend often
after a pandemic. And their interests are going high, most of the clubs completely full.
And I think the reason is our experience in Pandemic. They spent their time in a room for
a while mostly.
P: I think it was seven months, everything was completely shut down. Best option was a quick
meeting with a friend in a park. But in Berlin, everything was weird then normal. How many
times will you experience this again? I mean, it’s the worst thing for a city.

A: And I think people adapt themselves to the pandemic so quickly. I remember, even the
director Jean-Luc Godard made an Instagram Live event.
P: He was like something ninety . He passed away a few months ago but I mean he lived a
good life. Definitely, it’s kinda weird what happened in the pandemic exactly. It’s almost like a
pandemic able to happen ‘cause, you know, when these people stacked up at home it was quite
easier to talk with each other  than 10-12 years ago.

A: Right now, I want to ask a question about the first part of the book (Coming to Berlin).
You’re talking about “Süss War Gestern '' nightclub experience. Actually it’s really close
to my first nightclub experience in Berlin. And the place was “Süss War Gestern '' too.
So, do you think this club is a good start?
P: I think it’s a brilliant start. The best start you could have. Going to “Süss War Gestern” or
“Palemo Bar”. You can very easily move to “Berghain” from there or “Sisyphos” And I think it
helps to get the know on the side and have a look, hearing of how people are acting or how the
music works really. And also for me, I think the security guys know you, your energy. And yes, at
the end I think “Süss War Gestern” is brilliant for giving a little taster, this is how it’s gonna be.

And part of the reason that I write this, actually to be honest; I’m not a club-kid. Okay, I live for
music but I’m not obsessed with information. I don’t need to know, like, when an album is made



or I don’t need to know even the names of tracks really. I am more interested in “feel” and
culture. So, I wanted to write something about the experiences. What is interesting to me was
the complete “feel”.
A: Berlin is the multi-culti arena of music I think. Because You can find the, maybe, best
electronic-techno you have ever heard. Also in the 80s the city was the home of Bowie
and Iggy Pop. So, what do you think about the music interest of the city in the future?
P: I’ve been asked this question before to myself… I think the big side will be electronic and
kinda anarchic soul. Maybe freedom sometimes can take the anarchic way. Well look at the 80s
and the anarchic point of view of the culture. Electronic will exist still as well, I think that’s the
hundred years of the freedom sides and electronic still exist from its beginning really.  I think
those few things will still exist and they can maybe develop electronic music. I’m not a fan of the
EDM kind of music, it feels like a different thing on the other hand. It’s just a different world. It’s
like Starbucks compared to an independent coffee shop.

A: By the way, I think; Berlin can also be the home of new kinds of music too. It’s an open
city to everyone and every culture. If there will be a new kind of music like nowadays
Hip-Hop or etc.
P: Yeah, I think also this creativity is valuable. I think it’s much more collaborative, much less in
the visualistic. So, I think it gives much more space to explore. Like you said, Hip-Hop, whatever
kind of new kind’s coming. But the screen is still on the electronic base. Obviously there’s a big
Hip-Hop screen as well which I don’t know much about really.
A: Me too (laughing)
P: Yeah, I definitely think Berlin has this sense of an open space to everything. And pressure
isn’t on making something for a product, more about collaboration. You know, the door is
completely open to exchange ideas.

A: So, Can you tell me about your own experience of starting to make music? Being a
DJ…
P: I started to make music in the late 90s and I had a band. I was in a band with a couple of
friends. We just basically were free on the weekend, we made a couple of tracks and they were
actually really good. I kinda grew up with this guitar music but one of my friend’s had a
synthesizer, So we learned electronic music. It went really well, and then we signed for
qualiphone. And then a deal came up and it was almost my first experience. And that project
went for three years. I didn’t know what I was doing at all. You know, I played a little bit of guitar,
lived in the 90s. So, my focus was on that kind of behavior. You know, all these Brit-Pop,
Grunge. I knew more about, maybe, how I can act in a photo than how to play an instrument
really. And then I learned to produce probably, ‘cause I spent a few years making bedroom
music. And the DJ happened actually by accident, to be honest, I mean, those people love
music and DJ really. Obviously some people copy the DJ really really well. But most people
really become DJs really.
A: And I think starting is more important than making something.
P: Yeah, it’s just about making music really. Some people can elevate your world when they play
music to you and other people piss you off (laughing). But in theory, It’s just a disability to create
and edit.



A: I want to ask more about the book right now; There’s so many characters in the book
that you told the stories of them. How did you decide to add these characters to your
book? And is there any person you couldn’t add even?
P: There were a couple of people but maybe something for the future. But I think most people
happened very organically, we already made contact a little bit. Because that was a few years
moving to Berlin and starting to book. So, I kind of know people that I really want to talk to. A
few more people came out. I tried to pick people more internationally, more multi-culti Because
that’s where I come from really.
A: For me, the most inspiring part was this story of the Syrian guy. Farhad. Because I
already read a lot of news about the stories of refugees. He (Farhad) passed Turkey with
a connection to Ankara, the capital, and then Europe and then Berlin. And how did you
feel when you were writing this part of the book?
P: I mean, he trusted me to tell his story. Most of the way told me, happened in two or three
sessions when we settled the places and ordered food and drank tea and he wanted to tell his
story how he went. When he started to tell the story, it was 2019 and I was so fucking nervous.
When I finished the book, I sent everyone that chapter and wanted to let you know if there’s
anything you’re uncomfortable with. And then Farhad go back to me, he loved it and I felt really,
kinda, good (laughing).
A: It’s nice to hear that because nowadays people are judging the refugees because of
their identities, I think that’s not so nice. Writing about them and reading about them, I
mean the stories of them, will help to improve our humanity.
P: Well, that was my biggest intention really. I wanted to show what he told me naturally which is
a story of a really really normal boy who is coming from a really really normal family. He trusted
his life in his journey.
A: Also this part of the book reminds me of the movie called “Berlin, Alexanderplatz”. Did
you watch it?
P: I watched the re-make one. There was also a 70s one from Fassbinder but it was ten hours
long. I liked it. I watched so many films in lockdown. I can’t remember much about it really but I
remember, noticing the parts of Berlin. And also I was watching the film “Possession” monday
night, it’s very very intense. It's a movie set in 80s West Berlin. You can kind of recognize some
places like Kreuzberg. Also there’s one scene on the U-Bahn, maybe the Möckenbrüge area.
But for “Berlin, Alexanderplatz”, I think I should watch it and refresh my ideas.

A: There’s one more movie called “Victoria”(2015).
P: Yeah, the one-take film.
A: It’s quite interesting too. Seeing the city at night and then early morning.
P: Definitely, it was quite interesting to see this techniche.

A: Also, Do you have any recommendations for movies in Berlin?
P: Wings of Desire (Der Himmel Über Berlin), all time classic. Again, like, Possession. There’s
some really weird films actually, it’s like the 80s, Dario Argento produced it. But it’s an Italian
movie, So people maybe can’t make a connection with Berlin directly.



A: Also I like these documentaries of Tilda Swinton, The Invisible Frame.
P: Ow, yeah. Did she live in Berlin?
A: For a while I guess. Because she was speaking German at a good level.
P: She seems like people have 17.000 IQ’s, she can adapt to any situation herself (laughing).

A: I also want to ask about your German. How is the learning part going?
P: Terribly. (Laughing).
A: Genau.
B: (Laughing) Genau, yeah. But I want to take a course.

A: And my last question is coming; What was the hardest thing when you were writing
the book?
P: Probably the deadline. But it was also the best thing about it as well. Because I really tried to
write until the deadline. Hardest thing was waking up every morning and trying to finish. 54 days
to finish it, 53 days to finish it, 52 days to… I didn’t believe I could actually finish it until I really
did.


